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CHALLENGE

Junior Achievement Finance Park is a new program that requires a capital of
$250,000 to get itself off the ground comfortably. They have to heavily rely on
businesses and wealthy individuals who are passionate about this program to
give it the jumping start it needs. While JA has an existing pool of sponsors for
their JA Biz Town program, JA must seek new donors for Finance Park in an
effort to not over-stretch their current sponsors. JA Finance Park must convey a
message about the real benefits that its program gives to students and how those
benefits impact their life long-term. In order to create meaningful connections with
sponsors, JA Finance Park messaging must avoid using statistics and numbers
and instead develop personal ties and an emotional appeal.
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STRATEGY

Advertising will convince potential donors that Junior Achievement Finance Park
prepares students with financial literacy, work-readiness and entrepreneurial
confidence. Support will be that JA Finance Park provides tangible experiences
for students to simulate their professional future. The brand character is genuine,
committed, and passionate. The tone will be informative.

The target audiences for Junior Achievement Finance Park’s campaign are businesses and
wealthy individuals in the greater Des Moines area. Based on the fundraising goal of $250,000, JA
Finance Park will highly rely on large increment donors.
Throughout the campaign executions, there is a consistent focus on the three main points of JA
Finance Park’s benefits: financial literacy, work-readiness and entrepreneurial confidence. This
creates consistent messaging throughout the campaign.
JA Finance Park is a non-profit organization that allows young students to simulate their
professional futures. The creative strategy strives to show the audiences that JA Finance Park
is transparent in its goal and vision. This program is designed to provide every student that
participates with the skill set they need to better prepare themselves for a successful personal
and professional future.
The tone of the campaign is informative. Because this capital campaign requires large donations,
adequate information about JA Finance Park muse be included in all executions. The informative
tone suggests transparency and credibility, which is very important when asking for large
donations.

SOLUTION

This capital campaign reaches outside of its current donor group to create a
pool of sponsors with a passion for contributing to a society of lifelong learners.
Messaging relies heavily on building personal connections with donors and avoids
using money-talk that may overwhelm potential sponsors. However, the messaging provides adequate information in order for sponsors to make informed and
intentional donations. The campaign’s executions work in a strategic order to better target the potential donor audience. This capital campaign will generate a new
passionate pool of sponsors in order to kick-start JA Finance Park.
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TAGLINE
investing in
lifelong learners
The tagline for the Junior Achievement Finance Park’s campaign begins with “investing”. This is
a powerful word with several meanings, both physically and mentally. This word suggests that
what you give to the organization in turn you will receive. In JA Finance Park’s case, this means
giving monetarily which in turn supports a student’s efforts to be successful in their personal and
professional future.
Using the phrase “lifelong learners” supports JA Finance Park’s mission to establish a foundation
for young adults to be continuous learners. The skills that this program teaches students are
ones that will be applicable for the duration of their lives. Financial literacy, career readiness, and
entrepreneurial confidence are the fundamental benefits for students in this program which in turn
are benefits for potential sponsors.
Overall, this is an effective tagline for JA Finance Park’s capital campaign because it uses
alliteration which increases memorability and resonance. Additionally, it conveys the core mission
of JA Finance Park.
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Objective
Utilize the connections of existing donors of JA Biz Town as a means for
generating new sponsors for JA Finance Park and keep them updated with the
program’s progress.
Action
Created a newsletter through Campaign Monitor that targets existing JA
Biz Town donors. The newletter introduces JA Finance Park and asks for
recommendations for potential sponsors for the new program.

The way Junior Achievement cares for its donors is very important. While introducing JA Finance
Park in Central Iowa, it is important to remember the donors who have given their resources in the
past. The intention of this newsletter is to inform existing donors of JA’s plans for the future and to
ask for their help in building a donor pool for JA Finance Park. These companies and individuals are
passionate about JA and will be interested in learning about JA’s new plans.
These entities also have strong ties to other possible sponsors that the JA Finance Park campaign
must use as an advantage. An email is provided at the end of the newsletter to feed any possible
donor references to the JA Team. In this way, JA asks for their help in creating a strong donor pool
without overwhelming the audience with donation requests.
Email direct-marketing is a wonderful way to reach this group. As current sponsors of JA Biz Town,
their email addresses are readily available to JA, so time and money will not be wasted finding
an email list. With a pre-gathered email list, this medium is highly cost effective. Simple auto-fill
formulas will allow this newsletter to be targeted at individuals with their respective names on it,
adding a personal connection as well. There is also little cost in delivery. Programs like Campaign
Monitor make it easy and inexpensive. For as little as $9 a month, Campaign Monitor provides the
ability to send over 2500 emails, reporting and analytics on each campaign, email automation, A/B
testing capabilities, simple-to-use email design tools, as well as list and subscriber management
abilities.
This newsletter will be sent out on a Monday during the lunch hour. According to an Experian 2012
Q4 Benchmark Report, Monday’s have the highest revenue per email. Releasing the email right
before the lunch hour will guarantee maximum reads and opens, as most individuals and executives
use their lunch hour to check email and social media.
This is one example of how newsletters can be effective for JA Finance Park. We recommend
keeping existing donors in the loop with monthly newsletters discussing JA Finance Park’s progress
on implementing the program as well as monetary donation progress. Their donations to JA have
led to the launch of JA Finance Park in Central Iowa. This audience will be motivated to help the
cause, as they have in the past, by spreading the word to their families, friends, and colleagues.
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PAMPHLET

Newsletter Copy
Introducing JA Finance Park
Junior Achievement of Central Iowa would
like to thank you for the continued support
of our programs. We are so grateful for your
sponsorships and the outcomes they produce for
JA Biz Town student participants. This program
would not have been such a success without
passionate sponsors, just like you.
Due to the outstanding success of JA Biz Town,
we are proud to announce a new program called
Junior Achievement Financial Park.

Objective
Provide additional information for potential
donors who have already come in
contact with JA Finance Park or heard a
representative speak on its behalf.

Action
Created a leave-behind brochure that can be
distributed at conferences and meetings with
potential donors highlighting the benefits
of JA Finance Park and how they can get
involved as sponsors.

What is JA Finance Park
While JA Finance Park is a new program to our
Central Iowa location, it has been active nationally
for several years. Finance Park encourages
middle school and high school students to
take the wheel of their financial futures in order
to become contributing members of a global
society.

The purpose of the leave-behind pamphlet is to target
potential donors who have already come in contact with
JA Finance Park or have heard a representative speak
on its behalf. This piece of information reminds potential
donors of the program’s key mission and outlines how
exactly they can get involved and invest in lifelong
learners. Additionally, it utilizes a consistent theme and
brand as every other execution, tying it into the campaign
and generating brand recognition.

This program will allow students to attain financial
literacy and career readiness before entering
the professional world. Knowledge leads to
confidence, and confidence leads to success.
We are in the business of inspiring and cultivating
bright minds.
How Can I Help?
To ensure JA Finance Park has the same
significant meaning as JA Biz Town does, we are
in need of committed donors who will support
this program. We would appreciate any help
from you in spreading the word to your friends,
families, and coworkers.*

Financially, this simple piece will be a low-cost execution
as JA’s strong partnership with Meredith Corporation
will likely help to cover any printing costs. In terms of
distribution, there are a number of ways this pamphlet can
be delivered. Because the information presented has a
broad scope, they can be dispersed anywhere. Primarily,
these brochures can be very helpful to guide in-house
meetings with potential donors. Alternatively, this brochure
is an incredibly effective leave-behind piece; something
the potential donor can take with them and review at a
later date. The call-to-action points potential donors to the
webpage for more detailed information. After this point,
we may begin to introduce more in-depth information
about the investment process.

We are looking for passionate individuals and
businesses who are interested in creating
valuable experiences for students. Ultimately, JA
Finance Park will help students succeed in both
their personal and professional futures. This task,
though mighty, can be made attainable through
donors. Will you help us find them?
*If you are aware of any companies or
individuals who would be interested in
supporting our cause, please send referrals to
financepark@jacentraliowa.com.
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BROCHURE

Objective
Target potential donors individually with information on the mission of JA Finance
Park and how they can get involved with the program.

Action
Created a mailable brochure outlining the key focal points of JA Finance Park’s
mission targeted directly at the consumer with the use of bought-lists.
To cultivate a strong pool of potential new donors, we have created a mailable brochure. The
primary purpose of the brochure is to educate individuals about what Junior Achievement
stands for and provide information about their Finance Park program. To avoid overwhelming the
potential donor, all information is presented in three short snippets that spell out what JA is (Our
Investment), what JA stands for (Hands-on Learning), and what they can do to support JA (How
to Invest).
The mailable brochure is largely an introduction to the program and the capital campaign as
a whole. At this point, we start to create an emotional appeal within our potential donor pool.
This will help immensely when we do talk dollars and dimes down the line. Because this is one
of the first pieces the potential donor will be receiving, we avoid overwhelming the reader with
numbers and statistics. While this information is both important and necessary, we want them to
understand JA Finance Park’s big-picture goals at this specific point in the process. The target is
driven to the website which provides more detailed information.
We create this emotional appeal by showing actual students participating in JA Finance Park.
The selected images depict a diverse range of students working collaboratively to reach the same
end goal. Seeing students truly excited about these hands-on experiences will resonate deeply
with potential donors. These images truly help reinforce our tagline, “investing in lifelong learners.”
They can see exactly what their finite resources will be going towards in the broader spectrum:
helping young students understand the complexity of the world around them.
The list of recipients for the mailable brochure will be generated from lists bought from the Greater
Des Moines Partnership. The Greater Des Moines Partnership is a community and economic
development organization that serves Central Iowa. This organization works with 21 Affiliate
Chambers of Commerce and 5,700 business members to promote economic growth within
the community. These members and sponsors will be passionate about JA’s cause as it aligns
strongly with their own.
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RADIO SPOT

Objective
Generate buzz about JA Finance Park in the Greater Des Moines area among
businesses and wealthy individuals.

Action
Created a 30-second radio spot to be aired on local Des Moines radio stations
highlighting JA Finance Park’s mission and asking for sponsors to get involved.
Junior Achievement of Central Iowa is a non-profit organization that helps young people prepare
for the future with financial literacy and work-readiness experiences. A radio spot is helpful in
reaching potential donors in the Central Iowa area.
Based on the data and statistics provided, AM/FM radio
has the highest weekly reach, and therefore, should be
used for this campaign. Local radio stations like the Des
Moines Radio Group and the Des Moines’ iHeart Radio
Group would be great resources to reach out to because
of their widespread local presence. The Des Moines Radio
Group alone owns and operates eight radio stations in the
Great Des Moines Area. As a non-profit organization, JA
Finance Park is entitled to spot rates at practically no cost.
JA seeks businesses and individuals who have resources
to donate to JA Finance Park. To most effectively reach
this target, this radio spot will be aired during prime drive
time (5:00-9:00 a.m., 2:00-6:00 p.m.). In addition to drive
time, airing this spot on KYMR 104.1 More 104 will reach
business execs during the day as this station brands
themselves as the workday station.

How are people consuming
broadcast media?

12%
25%
Satellite

Web

85%
AM/FM

This spot is a short 30-second piece that is simple yet able
to convey the message to JA Finance Park’s potential donors. This spot enforces JA’s overall
brand character to not confuse listeners with the heavy details. The main idea is to capture the
audience’s attention, explain JA’s mission, and end with a call-to-action driving the listener to the
campaign website.
As a non-profit organization, it is wise for JA to collaborate and build a relationship with local
radio stations. These relationships can be fruitful for JA in that they can provide opportunities for
on-air interviews to promote JA Finance Park and reach potential donors with more details.
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“Donate to JA Finance Park”
Junior Achievements, IA

APWK
: 30
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WEBSITE

11/04/2015
Kill: TFN

Objective
Develop a central-hub of information
related to the fundraising of JA Finance
Park.

Appeal: Donation, education

BED: ‘Beautiful’ by Ryan Farish – fade in intro and fade out on 0:17
ANNOUNCER: Instilling confidence and preparing young generations with
financial literacy and work-readiness is our mission. Be a part of Junior
Achievement Finance Park and give students a chance to become active
global citizens and succeed in their personal and professional futures.

Action
Created a landing page with additional
information about JA Finance Park and
how sponsors can get involved including
a progress counter and specific donation
page. This webpage will serve as the
driving location for all of the other creative
concepts donors have already seen.

BED: ‘Beautiful’ by Ryan Farish – fade in into 0:38
ANNOUNCER: Join us in investing in lifelong learners.
BED: ‘Beautiful’ by Ryan Farish – fade out on mid and fade in into 0:25
ANNOUNCER: Make a contribution to Junior Achivement Finance Park. Visit j-a
lifelong learners dot o-r-g for more information.

A campaign-specific site is the final piece to the
JA Finance Park campaign. All creative executions’
call to action ultimately leads to this website.
According to Campaign Navigator, non-profit
campaigns with branded donation sites that are
separate from the “mother website” perform up to
54% better than campaigns without. In the past
year, online giving has grown 13.5%. The website
is the hub for information and the end point for
donations to happen. It will provide users with all
information pertaining to what JA Finance Park is,
the fundraising status, and place for active donations
to take place.
With the campaign having a unique appearance
that is distinctly its own, it is important to make sure
the website is consistent with its messaging and
appearance. While having a separate entity for the
JA Finance Park capital campaign, it is essential
that it is tied to the Junior Achievement of Central
Iowa website. A recommendation to further the
effectiveness of the branded website is to create a
bar or visual link on the homepage of the main JA of
Central Iowa website. This way, any potential donors
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that go to the JA website looking for information will
find a clear link to how to donate to and learn about
the JA Finance Park mission.
An organization call Network for Good is an
affordable and user-friendly outlet to make
this website possible. Network for Good is an
organization that allows non-profit organizations with
501(c)3 status to create donor management systems
and websites. This organization alone has processed
over $1 billion dollars in donations from over 100,000
organizations. For $99 a month, Network for Good
will provide top of the line donor management
services which include tracking, managing and
growing donors with smart automation that makes
the work of managing donations easier.
The top of the webpage includes the official JA
Finance Park logo. This logo, when clicked on, will
automatically link to jacentraliowa.org. This is an
easy, user-friendly way for users to return to the JA
website, thus mentally and physically connecting this
campaign to the JA Iowa website. Next to the logo
is the tagline, “Investing in Lifelong Learners,” which
will increase the brand recognition from previous
executions that potential donors have seen and/or
heard.
The top of the page establishes the purpose of the
campaign right away. With a graphic fundraising
“ticker,” the website displays how much money has
been raised for the campaign. Below the ticker is a status bar with the percentage of fundraising
completion.
The design of the website was intentionally driven to provide easy access to information and
multiple entry points for a potential donor visiting the site to donate. At the top of the page, there
is a clear “Donate” tab. This is a quick way for users to take action in donating. Along with that
tab, there are also multiple ways for donors to access the donation page. There are buttons by
the fundraising status bar, within the three main points for donation, and at the bottom of the
page. By providing multiple access points for donation, the potential donor has the luxury of
convenience, and is constantly reminded of the purpose of the campaign. The remainder of the
website has fundamental information about JA Finance Park. It spells out what this campaign is
and what the money will go toward.
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JA Finance Park Budget

Description

Rate

# Hours

Charge

$225
$200
$200

7
2
3

$1,575.00
$400.00
$600.00
$2.575.00

$200
$200
$225
$225

4
3
6
8

$800.00
$600.00
$1,350.00
$1,800.00
$4,550.00

$225
$225
$250
$180
$100
$120
$155
$1,000

3
3
2
4
1
3
1
1

$675.00
$675.00
$500.00
$720.00
$100.00
$360.00
$155.00
$1,000.00

$250
$250

7
4

$1,750.00
$1,000.00

$200
$200

6
5.5

$1,200.00
$1,100.00

$250
$0.20
$0.14

5
0
0

$1,250.00
$—
$—

$250
$0.30
$0.14

5
0
0

$1,250.00
$—
$140.00
$11,875.00
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RESEARCH
Brainstorming + Research by Team
Media placement for ads
Information about JA Finance Park, JA Biz Town + potential donors
TOTAL

ACCOUNT PLANNING
Sketching out creative design plan for JA campaign
Budgeting and setting up plans for campaign
Workforce for designing creative media
Workforce for copywriting media
TOTAL
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MEDIA PLANNING
Radio Spot
Pre-production - script writing, script editing
Pre-production - discussion + arrangement for VO
Production - recording room, mic, soundboard
Production - staff rates (producer, editor)
Post-production - music fee, voiceover talent + recording
Post-production - editing
Production - additional charges
Additional cost 30-second ad on local radio
Website (JA Finance Park Donate Site)
Website design + functionality
Website copy + proofing
Newsletter
Creative design for newsletters
Copyrighting, proofreading, editing
Postcard
Creative design for postcard
Printing cost estimate (will change accordingly by order)
Distributing cost estimate (will change accordingly by order)
Brochure
Creative design for brochure
Printing cost estimate (will change accordingly by order)
Distributing cost estimate (will change accordingly by order)
TOTAL

The Junior Achievement Finance Park capital campaign consisting of a
strategically messaged and designed newsletter, mailable brochure, leavebehind pamphlet, radio spot, and donation webpage will drive donations
while raising awareness of the lifelong tools that this program gives to
students. We would love to work with you on launching JA Finance Park in
Central Iowa and make your mission our mission.

CONTACT US

ESTIMATE GRAND TOTAL: $19,000.00
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Alicia Pei Wen Kang | Production

aliciapeiwen.kang@drake.edu

Paityn Langley | Graphic Design

paityn.langley@drake.edu

Megan Leverenz | Copy Editor		

megan.leverenz@drake.edu

Kelsey Rooney | Graphic Designer

kelsey.rooney@drake.edu
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